Create new hire data in ADP via this one-way integration from Cornerstone to ADP. The connector reduces duplicate entry of new hire data.

Your most valuable assets are your people and now, more than ever, strategic talent management is a business imperative.

That’s why ADP and Cornerstone OnDemand are partnering to provide clients with comprehensive solutions that will help meet their business needs. ADP’s best in class business outsourcing solutions include Payroll, HR, Benefits, and Time and with Cornerstone, clients can choose from the best of breed talent management solutions.

ADP and Cornerstone have collaborated to deliver Single Sign On and a secure data integration, between ADP’s Human Capital Management solutions and the Cornerstone platform. By integrating key functional areas of employee recruiting, onboarding, development, performance, compensation, succession and collaboration into one easy-to-use system, companies can improve the ability to maintain consistent employee data across the organization.

Less Complexity, More Configurability
We understand that a “one-size-fits-all” mentality to talent management simply doesn’t work. That’s why Cornerstone is entirely configurable to meet the specific needs of your organization’s talent strategy and your specific business processes and workflows.

Built for the Modern Workforce
With a modern user interface, we strive to create a destination where employees can work smarter and access all of their talent information. Whether employees experience Cornerstone on the web or via mobile devices, our technology is impactful and easy-to-use.

Realize the Benefits of the Cloud
The marketplace for talent management technology is a complicated one – but we are working to make it simple. Rather than asking you to deal with costly upgrades, complex hybrid models or a messy patchwork of integrations, Cornerstone is a single cloud-based unified system.
Improve Unification of Employee Data

Activating Your Connector


2. Select BUY NOW and follow the steps on the set-up guide on the Resources section.

As one of ADP’s global talent management partners, Cornerstone delivers integration between its platform and ADP. ADP provides organizations with powerful technology plus a human touch. Companies of all types and sizes around the world rely on ADP’s cloud software and expert insights to help unlock the potential of their people.


To learn more, visit us at: https://apps.adp.com/apps/131852/cornerstone-learning-management-lms#!overview